
Handling Objections Like a Pro

As a business owner sales is key to business growth. You’re out
in the field, building your referral network, or maybe paying a
marketing company to drive leads to you. Either way, these
potential patients all end up doing one thing before speaking to
a doctor: talking to your support staff. Unless you’re personally
answering all your leads yourself, you have someone following
up and booking appointments.

Whether you realize it or not, this is your salesperson, and the
success or failure of your marketing efforts (and arguably entire
business) rely on this person successfully handling questions
and objections from potential patients, most of which are
looking for any reason not to get treated.

The problem is most practice owners don’t realize this, and hire
for organization, tone of voice, or just how much they like that
person rather than sales skills. Nor is this critical person taught
how to close, how to overcome objections, or provided
resources beyond a CRM and insurance information.

At Marion Relationship Marketing, we understand that
receiving that call or form submission is only half the battle,
and so we’ve used the nearly 1.5mil in sleep apnea leads we’ve
driven this year to create a framework for developing answers
to the most difficult questions posed by patients to our clients
that equip your staff to turn leads into paying patients.

A good customer experience

means your customers will

spend more.

 

In fact, 86% of buyers are

willing to pay more for a

great customer experience.



Handling Objections Like a Pro

Talk too much, opening themselves up to more
questions and potential reasons to not move
forward.
Get too detailed, confusing the customer and
making it seem harder than it is.

The goal of each answer is to:
Provide a direct, short answer to the question - The
most knowledgeable people about a subject are
usually not the best salespeople. Why? Because they
know too much. People who know too much:

1.

2.

You can’t dodge the question either; patients are
smart, they’ll hear you avoid the question and lose
trust. A direct answer concisely addressing the
question and providing only relevant information is
the key. To be concise it usually helps to write it
down to practice.

But this is worthless without step 2...

Get the patient to schedule an appointment with a
doctor for more information - This is the part most get
wrong. Everyone loves to educate and be helpful
(that's why you hired them), but they forget to ask
for the appointment, instead letting them go “think
about it”.
The answer to almost every question needs to follow
with an invitation to take the next step, which is to
book an appointment with a board certified
physician.

The Framework



Each answer should have the following qualities:
Make it Fast - People value time and money over most everything else. A long, time-consuming
process will make the patient check out and default to the easier path of doing nothing. Keep your
answers to just the next step ahead, and emphasize how little time it takes when you can. 

Make it Easy - No one likes hard, and historically treating sleep apnea has been just that. Virtual
appointments, home sleep tests, and oral appliances have greatly reduced the patient burden, so
emphasize that!

Make it Simple - health is complicated, insurance can be a nightmare, how do you possibly make
this simple? By reducing optionality. We all love choices, but too many choices leads to fear of
making the wrong choice, and we end up making no choice at all. Your patients come to you for
guidance, provide them that guidance. There is *one* next step, and that is scheduling an
appointment, and there are two appointment times from which to choose.

Below are examples of responses to three common questions we’ve heard from potential sleep
apnea patients, but we’ve developed answers for nearly 30, many requiring tailoring to the
individual business. For help developing your unique Objections Handling document for your
staff, schedule a free consultation with Marion.

The Framework

https://marionrelationshipmarketing.com/contact-us/


Objection 1

We typically use home sleep tests
because they give us almost all the same
data as a lab test for 90% less money.
Lab tests can run upwards of $6000,
while our home sleep tests are only $[X]
and really free once they are subtracted
from your treatment cost. Patients also
prefer them because they get to sleep at
home rather than in a lab, and it better
matches your true sleep environment.

But the first step is really finding out if
you need to be tested in the first place,
so let’s get you on the schedule to talk
with Dr. X, our board certified physician.
The appointment should only take about
10 minutes and will tell you whether we
need to move forward with testing and
treatment. She has appointments
available Day X at X times, which would
work best for you?

Is a Lab Test better than a Home Sleep Test?



Objection 2

The best option for treatment is the one
that works for you, which is why we
offer multiple treatment options. For
most of our patients, an oral device
works best because they are not only
more convenient and less cumbersome,
but they are over 90% more accepted as
a long-term sleep apnea treatment
compared to CPAP machines.

But it depends on the severity of your
case, so the best next step is to schedule
you to talk with Dr. X, our board
certified physician. The appointment is
virtual, should only take about 10
minutes and will tell you what the best
course of treatment would be for you.
She has appointments available Day X at
X times, which would work best for you?

Is a CPAP or an Oral Device better for treating my OSA?



Objection 3

No this is not a problem. If you already
have Invisalign we can manage your
sleep apnea treatment with Invisalign as
well. If you don’t already have it, but are
considering it, we can actually do this for
you in conjunction with your sleep
apnea treatment as Dr. X is a dentist. He
can talk about that more when we get to
that stage of treatment.

First though, we need to order you a
sleep study and schedule you to talk
with Dr. X, our board certified physician.
The appointment should only take about
10 minutes. She has appointments
available Day X at X times, which would
work best for you?

Does Invisalign Affect the Mouth Guard?


